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Abstract— The advancement in computation and 

communication has increased the use of mobile devices. 

Here provides a clear view of various energy management 

techniques used for mobile devices. Energy consumption 

can be reduced by integrating mobile devices with cloud 

computing. For energy efficient mobile devices, cloud 

computing is very much essential by providing storage and 

performing computations in the network, with the help of 

cloud computing many devices can connect over internet 

and can access the resources at anytime from anywhere. 

This paper proposes a load balancing algorithm that have 

lesser response time to process user’s request and by 

changing the state of device. In addition to this the 

performance analysis of various load balancing techniques 

based on six different cases are also discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, the advancement in computation and communication 

has increased the use of mobile devices, and high use of 

these devices also produces huge amount of carbon emission 

to the environment, therefore it becoming necessary to 

reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices. Energy 

consumption of these devices can be reduced by reducing 

either the power factor or time factor or both of these 

factors. Energy consumption of these devices can be 

managed in two different levels hardware level and software 

level.  

In software level energy management can be 

classified as [1][2] energy aware operating system, user 

interaction with application and computing resources, 

integrating with cloud and sensor management. As mobile 

devices are using many power hungry applications that can 

reduce their battery life after few hours of operation.  

This integration of mobile devices with cloud 

computing enlighten the new concept of mobile cloud 

computing [3]. Mobile cloud computing is an infrastructure 

where both the processing and storage of data can happen 

outside the mobile device in highly configured computing 

platforms located in cloud. With the help of this 

infrastructure mobile devices do not need high speed CPU 

and memory capacity. Migrating data to highly configured 

cloud providing various advantages than processing data on 

mobile devices such as [4]: extending battery life of mobile 

devices, fast processing of data, security and data safety. 

Cloud computing is a new service model for 

sharing a pool of computing resources that can be rapidly 

accessed based on a converged infrastructure. Cloud 

computing plays an important role to make rich mobile 

devices means devices with rich mobile applications. Rich 

mobile applications are energy efficient applications with 

characteristics like interactivity, context-awareness, 

portability, and user-interface. Integration of mobile devices 

with cloud provides different solution for different problems 

of developing rich mobile applications. Low CPU speed of 

some mobile devices is the problem of rich mobile devices 

and cloud provides different solution for this problem such 

as: clone cloud. Clone cloud is a cloud solution or system 

that transfers the data automatically form mobile devices to 

cloud. It uses both the approaches of static partitioning and 

dynamic partitioning or combination of both for partitioning 

the data between devices and clone. Using this solution 

applications achieve 20 times execution speedup and 20 fold 

decrease in energy spend on mobile devices and make rich 

or energy efficient mobile devices. Desktop computers are 

equipped with huge amount of storage inside their hard disk 

but on the other side Smartphones do not have such big 

storage therefore to expand their storage cloud computing 

provide different solution of storing their data in remotely, 

secure environment known as cloud. Cloud solutions for 

data storage are: whereStore, smartbox, Wukong, Advil. Our 

main focus is to integrate the devices with cloud computing 

and reducing the energy consumption of those devices  

Now a days, green cloud computing receives huge 

attention in research areas. Many researchers proposed their 

different policies, models, algorithms for energy 

consumption of the components present inside cloud 

computing. Similarly some authors used the concept of 

virtualization, using less number of servers instead of 

multiple servers and migrate tasks to different VMs inside 

server to minimize the energy consumption of cloud 

computing environment. Using virtualization multiple 

virtual machines are hosted in one physical location and 

perform migration for the utilization of resources.  

II. RELATED WORK 

There are different ways to limit energy and power 

consumption in the cloud: using scheduling algorithms, 

virtualization and load balancing or auto scaling [5]. Power 

models for various components used in cloud environment 

such as storage devices, computational devices and 

communication devices are also created. It also proposes 

scheduling algorithm for reducing energy consumption. In 

data centre level, controlling the energy consumption of 

hardware are done by adjusting voltage. Work done are 

focused on the work in which resources are allocated on 

demand. It also uses prediction algorithm for the prediction 

of next used resources. All those machines which are not in 

use are turned off or placed in sleep mode in order to save 

the energy and this is the best method of energy saving but 

also have some limitation, as to allocate resources on 

demand data centre requires many people to deploy and 

redeploy task when load changes. Dzmitry proposed e-

STAB named scheduling solution for providing energy 

efficient traffic load balancing and job allocation in data 
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centres. Similarly, there are different load balancing 

algorithms and service broker policies to allocate task 

between different virtual machines inside single server and 

to choose the appropriate server to perform the services in 

data centre. By choosing appropriate policies and algorithms 

it can be analysed that which algorithm or policy is much 

efficient in data centres for better results. 

Power savings in cloud systems have been 

extensively studied on various aspects in recent years, e.g., 

on the virtual machine (VM) side by migrating VMs, 

applying consolidation or allocation algorithms, and on the 

data centre infrastructure side through resource allocations, 

energy managements, etc.   

A. Power-Saving in Virtual Machine     

In  Huang et al. studied the virtual machine placement 

problem with a goal of minimizing the total energy 

consumption. A multi-dimensional space partition model 

and a virtual machine placement algorithm were presented. 

When a new VM placement task arrived, their algorithm 

checked the posterior resource usage state for each feasible 

PM, and then chose the most suitable PM according to their 

proposed model to reduce the number of running PMs.  In 

Nathuji et al. considered the problem of providing power 

budgeting support while dealing with many problems that 

arose when budgets virtualized systems. They managed 

power from a VM-centric point of view, where the goal was 

to be aware of global utility tradeoffs between different 

virtual machines (and their applications) when maintaining 

power constraints for the physical hardware on which they 

ran. Their approach to VM-aware power budget-ing used 

multiple distributed managers integrated into the virtual 

power management (VPM) framework.   

B. Power-Saving in Computing Infrastructure 

In  Zhang et al. presented Harmony, a Heterogene-ityAware 

Resource Monitoring and management system that was 

capable of performing dynamic capacity provision-ing 

(DCP) in heterogeneous data centers. Using standard 

Kmeans clustering, they showed that the heterogeneous 

workload could be divided into multiple task classes with 

similar characteristics in terms of resource and performance 

objectives. The DCP was formulated as an optimization 

problem that considered machine and workload 

heterogeneity as well as reconfiguration costs. 

A framework used to automatically manage 

computing resources of cloud infrastructures was proposed 

in to simultaneously achieve suitable QoS levels and to 

reduce the amount of energy used for providing services. 

Guazzone, Anglano and Canonico showed that via discrete-

event system (DES) simulation, their solution was able to 

manage physical resources of a data centre in such a way to 

significantly reduce SLO violations with respect to a 

traditional approach. The energy-efficiency of the 

infrastructure was defined as the amount of energy used to 

serve a single application request. 

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section analyse different load balancing algorithms 

using cloud analyst simulator. Load balancing means to 

distribute the load over separate systems so that 

performance increases with the increase in number of 

requests processed. In this we have analyse the performance 

form six different cases. In first three cases we deploy an 

application in single data centre having 50 virtual machines 

and use three different load balancing algorithms: round 

robin load balancing, equally spread current execution load 

balancing, throttled load balancing. In next three cases we 

deploy the application in two different data centre with 

above three load balancing techniques. Best load balancing 

algorithm will be that one which has minimum response 

time for processing the request or minimum time taken by 

data centre to process that request. Our main objective is to 

develop energy efficient cloud environment, as energy is 

directly proportional to power and time, therefore by 

selecting algorithms with lesser response time or designing a 

novel algorithm and by changing the state of machine i.e. 

form power mode to sleep mode, energy consumption can 

be reduced. To design new energy efficient load balancing 

algorithm, first we have to analyse the impact of previously 

used load balancing algorithms. Some of them are:  

A. Round Robin Load Balancing Algorithm 

this load balancing algorithm simply distribute the load into 

list of servers one by one and sends back the request again 

to first server after first round. Also this algorithm is based 

on time slice principal; each request is processed in 

predefined time slice.   

B. Equally Spread Current Execution Load Balancing 

Algorithm 

this algorithm distributes equal load to each server. Suppose 

if one server is free and another one needs to be free from 

heavy load, then this load balancer distribute some of the 

task from one server to another  

 Throttled load balancing algorithm: this load balancer first 

check the most suitable server to process the request and 

then assign the load to that least loaded server.  

 
Fig. 1: Different cases for average Userbase response time 
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Fig. 2: Different cases for data center processing time 

From the result of simulation, it is clear that 

average user base response time and data center processing 

time is going to reduce as we are applying load balancing 

algorithm in cloud environment or whenever  we distribute 

the load into multiple data canter or also we can reduce the 

response time by increasing the virtual machines inside data 

centers. 

The scheduling of virtual machines in a cloud 

computing environment has become crucial due to the 

increase in the number of users. This is usually done to load 

balance a system effectively or to achieve a target quality of 

service. The scheduling algorithm used contributes to the 

performance of the entire system and the throughput. As 

cloud computing is predicted to grow, substantial power 

consumption will result in not only huge operational cost but 

also tremendous amount of car-bon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions. Therefore, an energy-efficient control, especially 

in mitigating server idle power has become a critical 

concern in designing a modern green cloud system. Ideally, 

shutting down servers when they are left idle during low-

load periods is one of the most direct ways to reduce power 

consumption. 

To avoid switching too often, a control approach 

called N policy, defined by Yadin and Naorhad been 

extensively adopted in a variety of fields, such as computer 

systems, communication networks, wireless multi-media, 

etc. Queuing systems with the N policy will turn a server on 

only when items in a queue is greater than or equal to a 

predetermined N threshold, instead of activating a poweroff 

server immediately upon an item arrival.    

C. Efficient Green Cloud (EGC) Algorithm 

Efficient Green Cloud Algorithm is (i) illustrate the 

relationship between the mode-switching restriction and 

traffic-load intensity on power consumption cost and system 

congestion cost; (ii) examine the idle and sleep probability 

distributions under different service rates and (iii) compare 

response times and total operational costs with a typical 

system, where it doesn’t have any energy-efficient control  

EGC Algorithm:  

Input: 1. An arrival rate.    

           2. Upper bound of the server rate and the waiting 

buffer, denoted by mu and Nb.   

           3. Cost parameters [Co; C1; . . . ; C6].   

           4. A response time guarantee x.   

           5. System parameters {Qi; Qd; Qs} used by the ISN 

policy.    

           6. System parameter {k} used by the SN policy. 

7. System parameters {Q; N ¼ 1} used by the SI policy.   

Output: m; Nand Fcðm; N-Þ       

Step 1. For i ¼ 1; i ¼ u; i þ þ Set mi    a current service rate;   

Step 2. For j ¼ 1; j ¼ b; j þ þ Set Nj    a current N 

parameter;  

Step 3. Calculate the system utilization 

If the current test parameters satisfy the constraint of (i) 0 r 

1, then 

             Calculate the response time; 

             Else Return to step 1 and begin to test a next index;   

             End  

Step 4. If the current test parameters satisfy the constraint of 

(ii) W _ x,then  

           Record the current joint values of (mi; Nj) and 

identify it as the approved joint parameters;   

           Else  

           Return to step 1 and begin to test a next index;  

           End  

Step 5. When all the test parameters have been done, then 

Fcðmiþa;Njþaþ;.. ðmu;Nbþg current set of the approved 

parameters; Bring cost parameters into the objective 

function and test all approved joint parameters;  

Step 6. If the joint values of ðmiþa; NjþaÞ can obtain the 

minimum cost value in all testing, then,  

           Output ðmiþa; NjþaÞ and F ðmiþa; NjþaÞ  

           Else     

           Return to step 5 and begin to test a next approved       

parameter. 

End 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper first we discuss about energy consumption of 

mobile devices and different ways to reduce that 

consumption to limit the emission of carbon for 

environment sustainability. We mentioned different 

techniques of energy management at software level, but our 

main focus is to reduce the energy consumption by 

integrating mobile devices with cloud computing. By using 

cloud computing we can simply process or store our data in 

cloud and can save the resources of mobile devices, 

therefore to make energy efficient devices first we have to 

make cloud to be energy efficient. In order to make energy 

efficient cloud environment we have different algorithms or 

policies which uses less time to process user’s request and 

therefore, by reducing time and power inside cloud 

environment we can reduce its energy consumption. Here, 

we have analysed the performance of various algorithms 

using appropriate simulator. We can make environment 

energy efficient only by reducing time and power or both of 

the factors. 
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